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Gabrielle has had enough of battles, of wars, of seeing the man she's engaged to nearly lose his
life when it isn't even his fight. Once Gary was a gentle and very human researcher. Now he's a
fearless and lethal Carpathian warrior with the blood of an ancient lineage coursing through his
veins - a man Gabrielle still needs and dreams of with every breath she takes. All she wants is a
life far away from the Carpathian Mountains, far from vampires and the shadows cast by the
crumbling monastery that hides so many terrible secrets. But Gabrielle soon learns that
promises made in the dark can pierce the heart like a dagger.And she isn't the only one in
search of answers in the corners of the unknown....Trixie Joanes has come to the Carpathian
Mountains in search of her wayward granddaughter, fearing that she has been lured there by
something unspeakable. Instead Trixie has stumbled onto the path of a desperate woman on the
run. And they're all fated for the lair of a mysterious ancient with revenge in his soul and the
undying power to make bad dreams come true.

-NYPL 100 Titles for Reading & Sharing, 2012 "A well written, admiring and thought-provoking
portrait."--Kirkus "Montgomery's book not only tells the powerful story of one amazing woman's
life journey, but also has potential to help readers understand autistic people and animals."--
Horn Book "It isn't easy to describe how the mind of someone with autism works, but
Montgomery's biography effectively breaks the disorder down for a younger audience while
introducing the extraordinary life of activist Temple Grandin."--Booklist "Lively, well-worded
narrative...For librarians who struggle to find well-written biographies of women, this is a must-
buy."--School Library Journal, starred review —About the AuthorIn addition to researching films,
articles, and over twenty books, National Book Award finalist Sy Montgomery has been honored
with a Sibert Medal, two Science Book and Film Prizes from the National Association for the
Advancement of Science, three honorary degrees, and many other awards. She lives in
Hancock, New Hampshire, with her husband, Howard Mansfield, and their border collie,
Thurber.Website: symontgomery.comTwitter: @SyTheAuthor. TEMPLE GRANDIN is one of
the world’s most accomplished and well-known adults with autism. She is a professor at
Colorado State University and the New York Times bestselling author of several books, including
The Autistic Brain, which have sold more than a million copies. Named one of Time's most
influential people in 2010, the HBO movie based on her life, starring Claire Danes, received
seven Emmy Awards.
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Ebook Library Reader, “When. When are you going to finally give Gary his story? I love that you
are writing other series, but I miss the days when you used to write two or three of the Dark
Series. Now there is only one a year!! It's just a very long time to wait for the story to continue!!
Sorry for being such a winer , but I just love this series so very much!!! But I am coming to love
others to!!!! I am thankful for your talent!!!!! Keep up the good work!!!!!”

S.H., “So Close to Original Carpathian Books. Dark Promises was a book I was very interested
in from the beginning. I have to say I was more interested in reading Gary's story than reading
Gabbys story. Gabby was a character that I didn't like nor did I dislike her. I just felt from previous
books we didn't know her well enough to give her a proper description. This book definitely gave
me some respect for her by the ending.Contrary to popular opinion, I love Aleksei and I think
Mrs. Feehan did a phenomenal job at writing a character that is strong and demanding with the
silver lining of sweetness that makes you actually like him. Was he violent and aggressive at
first? Yes; was it warranted at the time? I firmly believe his beginning actions were warranted and
definitely enhanced the overall story. If Aleksei came in all sweet and asking questions to find
answers he didn't even know could be there it would have made for a boring story. He has been
practically locked away from over a century. When he was mingling with others, it was not heard
of for a human to be turned into a Carpathian. In his eyes, Gabby was a Carpathian from the day
she was born, as well as Gary, and they both committed the ultimate betrayal.Gabby was a
character that by the end of the book I did enjoy her. I liked her anger and resentments towards
the Carpathians and believed they definitely added to the story. She was a character from earlier
books that you knew of, but didn't know her. This book gave you the chance to know her and she
was a decent character.I also enjoyed the secondary Lifemate story within this book as well. I
enjoyed both of them and their story.What I didn't like about this book in the least was the
continuous sex scene after sex scene. These sex scenes are getting longer and longer, more
crude, and more pointless as the books go on. Mrs. Feehan is good with some books at writing
beautiful sex scenes that add to the heart of the story and then there are books like this one. I
have to say, personally, most of her books have one decent sex scene and the rest of the sex
scenes within the book are page fillers and pointless. This book definitely falls into the pointless
category. I personally skim over 90% of every sex scene, just reading the dialog between the
characters waiting for something import to come up. This method has worked for me so far but it
is still disappointing to feel as if you are skimming over almost half of a book that you are
enjoying the story of. Mrs. Feehan should go back to writing books filled with story where the sex
scenes add to the characters and the story instead of take away from it. Unfortunately it's not her
style as most of her books are pointless sex scenes but she has done a couple. Dark Desire and
Dark Melody come to mind instantly as two of her best books that focused in the story at hand
instead if the sex.I don't think I would reread this book a second time as it spends way to much



time on pointless sex scenes but I do believe I will enjoy these characters in future books.”

Sandra Schaeffer, “Good book. Another good book”

caramel, “Pleasantly surprised the book was good!. Best Dark novel written in the past two
years! Like most readers I almost gave up reading the Dark series due to the abismal story of
Dark Storm, however I couldn't just abandon a series I had been reading since my teens. So I
continued on and I have to say that I am glad that I did! Dark Promises is a great novel that
incorporates previous romantic themes of the earlier books of the series and also introduces a
more complex contemporary view of romance, which is not always PC. I sincerely urge readers
to not be persuaded by the negative reviews and to read this novel with an open mind.Some of
the highlights of the novel are the heroines Gabriel and Trixie, both of these heroines suffer low
self esteem that inadvertently affect their relationships between their life mates. Likewise the
heroes Alexsei and Fane have to mend their opinions and beliefs in strengthening their
relationships with their women. One of my favorite scenes in the novel is the conversation
between Trixie and Gabriel in regards to woman being lifemates to Carpathian males. Of the two
heroes my favorite is Fane he was exactly what Tricie needed as a man. He gives Trixie hope
and loves her sincerely as his light to his darknes. On the other hand Alexsei was a bit more
difficult to warm too, but his anger is completely justified due to the actions of his life mate
Gabrielle. I am very happy that Gary and Gabrielly were not paired I always thought that couple
was boring. This novel dealt with themes not really discussed between couples. Here we have a
couple where there is betrayal and if not a physical definitely an emtional affair. Alexsei to say the
least us not happy with his life mate when he discovers she had emotionally betrayed him by
loving another. I think what was interesting is that CF is not creating a cookie cutter world where
all life mates find happiness, I love the fact that finally CF is conveying that being a life mate to a
Carpathian male is not always bunch of chocolates and flowers.Low points of the book my
number one complaint is the Carpathian language. Don't want to see it if it curtails points in the
book. In addition would have liked to have seen more on the ancient monastery and Teagens
ability to heal un-mated Carpathians males ( which should have been done in Dark Ghost).In
discussing the sex scenes, which in my opinion were fine. There were scenes that were erotic
and aggressive nothing that is not being written in most romances today. Since the infamous 50
shades of grey series and its popularity amongst readers of all ages BDSM is what's in. There
was some but nothing crazy I thought CF wrote the scenes tastefully. I really like where CF is
creating heroes that are dark, aggressive the essential bad boy. However I think one of the major
things that need to change are her heroines. They are too cookie cutter and need some
backbone. I would love to have a stronger heroine next year in 2017 without sacrificing the
badassness of the hero. And lastly CF needs to address plots from previous novels not yet
presented: for example reunion scene with Ivory and the De La Cruz brothers, final battle of the
Malinov brothers and obtaining the database of psychic human women. Finally this was a good



book you well like it!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Two love stories for the price of one.. The saga of the Carpathian
continues. This is a beautiful story of two couples who find the lifemates they didn't expect. Two
ancients living in the Monastery of the Mists having withdrawn from the world because they
could no longer be safely amount humans or Carpathian fine their lifemates when they come to
the gates of the Monastery! A story not to be missed.”

The book by Connor Franta has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2,171 people have provided feedback.
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